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Attorney Bruce Poston represents indigent murder defendant Chad Medford earlier this year in Knox County
Criminal Court. Poston is among 12 Knoxville attorneys who billed $100,000 or more for representing indigent
clients in fiscal year 2009-2010. The amount billed may include work outside Knox County.

A ranking on this list earned a dozen Knoxville lawyers a turn in the hot seat as the
administrative arm of the state Supreme Court this year took a closer look at the bills
for providing poor people legal services.

Call it the $100K club — private lawyers who each billed the state's indigent defense
fund more than $100,000 last fiscal year. In Knox County, that club has more
members than any other in the state, according to Administrative Office of the Courts
Executive Director Libby Sykes.

"I know you have more lawyers in Knox County billing $100,000 (last fiscal year) than
in any of the other metropolitan areas," Sykes said. "It does focus our radar."
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State eyes legal bills: Knox's $100,000 club has a dozen attorneys
in the hot seat
By Jamie Satterfield
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Defense attorney Thomas
Eikenberry, right, represents
William Hence Smith last year
in Claiborne County Circuit
Court. Eikenberry is one of 12
local lawyers who each billed
the state's indigent defense
fund more than $100,000 last
fiscal year. Eikenberry
concedes his solo practice is
entirely funded with indigent
defense money, but he
insisted he's not earning a
profit on the backs of the poor
- and taxpayers

Each of the 12 either has been called in to the AOC to account for his or her billings
or is scheduled to do so. The AOC is quick to say that none is being accused of
fraudulent billing. AOC spokeswoman Laura Click said some on the list handled
capital murder cases and, therefore, are allowed to bill at a higher rate and a few,
though based in Knoxville, handled cases in other counties as well.

"We certainly don't want to imply that by being on this list that the attorney has
improper billing practices," Click said in an email and Sykes confirmed in an interview.

But the list is raising a few eyebrows in legal circles for the math alone. Attorneys who
represent poor people, whether it be a criminal case, a family court situation or a
juvenile court matter, are paid only $40 per hour for out-of-court work and $50 for time
spent in court in noncapital murder cases. If an attorney worked a 40-hour workweek
without any time off doing nothing but court-appointed work, the maximum range he
or she could earn in a year is between $83,200 and $104,000.

A few lawyers on the list would not publicly comment but dispute the $100,000 figure,
saying it overstates their billings. They also contend any lawyer in the state who billed
more than $80,000 in the past fiscal year was audited.

A ranking on this list earned a dozen Knoxville lawyers a
turn in the hot seat as the administrative arm of the state
Supreme Court this year took a closer look at the bills
for providing poor people legal services.

Call it the $100K club — private lawyers who each billed
the state's indigent defense fund more than $100,000
last fiscal year. In Knox County, that club has more
members than any other in the state, according to
Administrative Office of the Courts Executive Director
Libby Sykes.

"I know you have more lawyers in Knox County billing
$100,000 (last fiscal year) than in any of the other
metropolitan areas," Sykes said. "It does focus our
radar."

Some on the list are well known in legal circles. Defense
attorney Bruce Poston handled a series of murder trials

last fiscal year. Two others on the list — Susan Shipley and Brandt Davis — are
veterans of criminal defense work in tough cases. Sherry Mahar is a longtime
attorney well respected for her work as a guardian for abused and neglected children,
which is almost entirely court-appointed. Defense attorney Thomas Eikenberry is the
criminal go-to guy for surrounding rural areas, such as Campbell and Union counties.
Paul Hensley is a regular in Knox County Criminal Courts, where most major felony
cases are handled.

Others on the list are a bit more under the public radar. Cecilia Allen, Steve Sams,
Rachel Wolf and Jonathan Wood do mostly criminal defense work but few jury trials.
Wood also takes child support contempt cases. Hillary Dewhirst's website lists her
specialty as family law. Michael Graves does a mix of indigent defense work that
includes child support contempt cases, a category in which Knox County logs more
claims to the AOC than any other in the state.
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The common thread: All are solo practitioners unattached to established law firms,
and most earn their livings almost entirely from court-appointed work.

Some declined to comment or did not return calls seeking comment on the AOC's
scrutiny of their billing.

Poston said his experience in the AOC hot seat was a relatively pleasant one.

"They said, 'You're the only one who has done trials,' " he said. "I found it very
unhostile. Their point was some of the biggest billers weren't the best (known)
lawyers. They were very, very worried about running out of money so (poor) people
couldn't be defended."

He said he shared AOC concerns about "general" examples they gave him of fee
claim concerns for Knox County lawyers. He cited as an example a billing for 18
hours of preparation for a preliminary hearing, the sole purpose of which is to
determine if police have probable cause to pursue the case. It typically occurs well
before defense attorneys are given access to information about the evidence against
their clients.

"When they started to give me examples of bills and issues (with other attorneys), I
couldn't answer them how anybody could (justify) that," he said.

Mahar had an entirely different reaction to the scrutiny. She grew emotional, fighting
back tears, citing the accolades her work as a guardian for abused children has
garnered.

"There are some of us who truly do work 12 and 14 hours a day," she said. "I have
never lied about a minute of my time. I've been doing this for about 15 years. It's
where my heart is. We're dealing with kids who have been abused. You have to go on
home visits, doctor visits, therapy sessions. It doesn't end when you're done in the
courtroom."

Mahar said she believes AOC's scrutiny — heightened in recent times after the
agency hired a compliance officer to review fee claims — is driving away competent
lawyers from representing poor people.

"People are walking away from it," she said. "I'll stay because this is my heart."

According to Mahar, the AOC is more likely these days to "categorically deny" claims
despite proof of the hours worked.

"I've got cases I've worked 200 hours on" that were limited to a $750 cap, she said.

Graves said his visit in the AOC hot seat was "very cordial."

"My stuff is well-documented," he said. "They saw that everything was fine."

Eikenberry concedes his solo practice is entirely funded with indigent defense money,
but he insisted he's not earning a profit on the backs of the poor — or taxpayers.

"I don't have any employees," he said. "I don't advertise."

Eikenberry said his billing reflects criminal cases handled in six counties, the least of
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which is Knox County.

"If you practice solely in Knox County and bill $100,000, I think that would be hard to
do," he said.

He has cut down on his practice in Knox County because, he said, there appears to
be a crackdown as the AOC questions the average claim filed here, which is higher
than the state average.

"For apparently no reason, they'll get cut," he said of his Knox County claims. "The
judges know me and my work in these smaller counties."

Eikenberry resolved 558 court-appointed cases last fiscal year and took to trial only
four but denies herding poor people through the system to boost his bottom line.

"Every one of my clients, I tell them they have a right to a jury trial," he said. "We
have offers and we go through the process, and if we can't resolve them, then we go
forward with a trial. A lot of times they know they're guilty and want to accept
responsibility and get the best deal."

The AOC confirmed last week that it has suspended payment to attorney Sams, who
declined to comment. The AOC did not report any other actions taken against any
other lawyers on the list.
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